
In almost all companies, by-products are handled with low priority and most companies cannot justify
allocating people, time and resources to manage  these lower value secondary streams. 

Did you know that the management of by-products can be
outsourced?

"MBP Solutions has been a competent partner in 

developing local as well as international customers in 

a niche market, demonstrating product and application

expertise. All the time with transparency, full traceability

and a service minded approach that takes our supply

chain wishes into account."

Ivica Punčikar - Managing Director, Lyckeby Amylex, a.s.

Outsourced Management of By-Products

What is in the OMBP service?In MBP, we have made the
management of by-products our
only business with a 24/7 laser
focus on:

finding the 

developing 

identifying the most 

ensuring that all uses are 

       best paying outlets

       new applications

        sustainable solutions

       legally compliant

As a result, you will have more
time to develop and manage
your main business.

Would you like more value from

your biological by-products?

Outsourced Management of By-Products  |  Watch the Animated Video

https://www.mbpsolutions.com/services/outsourced-management-of-by-products/
https://youtu.be/J3_fDdqZJMA
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Contact 
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and 
let’s talk
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for your 
by-products

MBP Offices

Countries where our customers are located

Countries where both our customers and suppliers are located

Countries where our suppliers are located

MBP in the world

Adding value to by-products

Swittzerland (HQ)
Crêt - Taconnet 13,
2000 Neuchâtel,
Switzerland 

+41 32 720 05 20 

info@mbpsolutions.com

Who we are
MBP Solutions was founded in 1999, has and specialises in adding value to biological by-products through unique know-how regarding
product and applications, sustainability, sales and marketing, legal compliance and supply chain management. 
We offer a wide variety of specialist services, including by-product collection, sales, distributions, storage, export, as well as a world-leading
by-product management outsourcing service (OMBP). We focus on managing by-products from a production based on biological (non-fossil)
raw materials and provide solutions for multiple industries, ranging from the oleochemical, biodiesel and omega-3 refining industries to
companies that have other types of solutions, sludges and powders, such as breweries, starch manufacturers, pharmaceutical companies and
manufacturers of nutritional ingredients.

Industries Served Value Adding Sales

www.mbpsolutions.com
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https://www.mbpsolutions.com/products/
https://www.mbpsolutions.com/go-green/

